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Ivanti Antivirus  
Ivanti® Antivirus is an add-on for Ivanti Endpoint 

Security for Endpoint Manager (EPM-S), a 

comprehensive security solution that helps 

prevent, detect, isolate, and remediate ransomware 

and other malware, and offers flexible dashboards 

and reporting to improve compliance and optimize 

your security audit efforts. Ivanti Antivirus, our AV 

and antimalware solution, extends endpoint 

protection against threats—from the same console 

you use for security and systems management. We 

can help you identify and eliminate malware 

contained in files, email, and web traffic, while you 

reduce cost and complexity with a centralized 

solution.

 

File Scanning 

2017 was the year of cyber threats. In Q3 alone, 79 

percent of companies saw severe cyberattacks to their 

organization.1 But how do you prevent known and 

zero-day attacks from penetrating your organization? 

With Ivanti Antivirus, you can uncover and eliminate 

malicious files with a real-time scanning engine built on 

advanced machine learning technology that identifies 

files working together or in isolation to threaten your 

organization. 

Behavioral Scanning 

Unfortunately, scanning files is not enough. 

Organizations must look proactively at the processes 

taking place on their devices, even those unbeknownst 

to users. With our powerful behavioral scanning 

technology, you can identify suspicious signs of 

abnormal behavior across operating systems, 

leveraging powerful heuristic methods such as 

memory-access routine monitoring to detect, block, 

and remove threats in real time with real success.  

▪ Monitor and scan all applications and system 
processes with advanced flexibility to whitelist 
where needed. Automate behavioral scanning 
across endpoints to create a more seamless user 
experience.  

▪ Capture and monitor live system behavior at scale, 
leveraging our global feedback engine that 
discovers new threats across networks and 
actively scans your endpoints for vulnerabilities 
against them. 

Key Benefits 

▪ Detect and eliminate security threats with 
advanced real-time monitoring and infection 
eradication. 

▪ Save time and resources by adding Ivanti Antivirus 
to EPM-S to manage threat discovery and 
remediation for your endpoints from one security 
console. 

▪ Take control with an integrated antivirus solution 
that allows you the flexibility to customize the user 
experience for each endpoint with advanced 
features such as USB scanning and web-content 
controls. 
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1 https://www.esecurityplanet.com/threats/79-percent-of-companies-faced-severe-
cyber-attacks-in-q3-2017.html 
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